
 
 

TO:   Interested   Copier   Leasing   Firms  

FROM:   Shelley   Hobbs,   Business   Administrator  

SUBJECT:   Question   and   Answer   to   Copier   RFP  

DATE:   August   17,   2020  

 
Q:    Is   the   vendor   required   to   remove   the   existing   equipment   and   return   it   to   the  
leasing   company?  
A:    No,   the   District   will   coordinate   with   the   new   vendor   and   existing   vendor   regarding  
replacement   timeline   of   equipment,   as   needed.  
 
Q:    Could   you   provide   the   PaperCut   report?  
A:    PaperCut   report   is   attached   for   your   reference   from   August   2019   -   December   2019.   
Executive   Summary  
Usage     (costs   may   or   may   not   be   accurate)  
Copier   Print   Totals  
Busiest   Copiers     (costs   may   or   may   not   be   accurate)  
Printer   List  
 

Q:    What   is   the   district's   optimal   outcome   regarding   color   devices?    Would   you  
like   to   see   the   option   to   copy   color   in   each   building   (presuming   the   cost   can   be  
minimized)?  
A:   Yes,   please   provide   the   option   for   color   in   each   building  

Q:    What   is   the   district's   optimal   outcome   regarding   single   function   printers?  
Would   you   like   to   see   them   removed,   and   the   volume   absorbed   by   an   upgraded  
copier   fleet?  
A:    Long   term,   yes   but   that   will   be   a   multi-year   endeavor  

Q:    Would   you   like   to   see   the   winning   vendor   take   over   service   &   supply   support  
of   left   over,   single   function   printers,   that   are   not   displaced   by   new   copiers   as   a  
part   of   the   lease?  
A:    No,   the   district   will   continue   to   maintain   current   fleet   of   LaserJet   printers  

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XuF6l4bPVc3F1SRVsrYkSL4Shv3GGnNN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaYEC5QAaaEdDM8_X9-lbYd_Dytvuao9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KBL6uv4T23rWOwmIK1Y6lxNeDtZ9Vh0N/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B5RA18xI_1BcNSqxfbYX5nCNuyd5RhXZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M0cVdQedAGK48-R9j8DF0NLF3SolrYyK/view?usp=sharing
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Q:    Would   the   district   be   interested   in   seeing   an   additional   option   to   fully  
integrate   the   new   copiers   with   Google   Apps   for   Education?  
A:    Not   likely.   We   are   an   Apple   1:1   District   and   some   of   the   functionality   and   some   of   the  
features   available   for   Chromebooks   don’t   exist   for   other   OS’s   

Q:    Does   the   district   use   Google   Drive   &   or   Classroom,   or   any   other   Learning  
Management   Systems?  
A:    Yes,   the   district   is   a   Google   App’s   for   Ed   Domain  

Q:    Is   there   anywhere   else   the   district   would   like   the   copiers   to   scan   to?    Google  
Drive   (Including   subfolders   within   the   root   drive   folder)?    Schoology?    Canvas?  
BoardDocs?    Powerschools?   Sapphire?   Document   Management   Systems?  
A:    Google   Drive,   BoardDoc’s,   PowerSchool  
  
Q:    Is   it   the   district’s   intention   that   the   winning   vendor   assume   maintenance   &  
support   of   the   existing   papercut   system?  
A:    No  

Q:    Can   the   district   please   provide   their   Papercut   CRN#?  

This   can   be   found   at:     http://<<papercutservername>>:9191/ad i.   

Under   the   “About”   Tab   >   “Support”   Section   >   Second   bullet   down   the   list  

A:    Why   do   you   need   our   Customer   Reference   Number?  

Q:    Can   the   district   confirm   what   version   of   Papercut   is   currently   being   used   (MF  
or   NG)  
A:    Yes,   PaperCut   NG  

Q:    Can   the   district   confirm   how   many   devices   are   licensed   on   the   current  
Papercut   system,   and   what   manufacturer   MFP/Printer   is   licensed?  
A:    Yes   we   are   licenses   for   3,500   users  

Q:    The   RFP   cites   that   the   district   tech   staff   will   be   given   credentials   for  
configuration.    Would   the   district   prefer   that   the   winning   vendor   configure  
papercut   appropriately   for   the   new   devices   &   connect   said   copier   accordingly?  
Toshiba   has   implemented   over   3000   Papercut   systems   &   is   well   versed   in   the  
nuances   of   connecting   our   copiers.   (Each   MFP   platform   is   slightly   different) .  
A:    Based   on   the   question   #7,   I   am   guessing   there   is   inexperience   in   implementing   for  
Mac   Clients.   The   UASD   Tech   Staff   will   administer   adding   devices.  

Q:    Should   the   vendors   response   include   the   cost   of   future   maintenance   &  
support   into   the   cost   of   the   lease?  
A:    Yes  
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Q:    Can   the   district   confirm   that   Mac   printing   should   be   routed   through   papercut,  
instead   of   via   bonjour   or   direct   IP   printing?  
A:    Yes,   all   current   Mac   Clients   utilize   PaperCut   with   the   PaperCut   thin   client   installed   on  
every   device  

Q:    Is   the   district   using   JAMF   or   Lightspeed   or   any   other   device   management  
system   for   the   macs?  
A:    JAMF  

Q:    How   has   the   district   previously   configured   the   Macs   to   print   through  
Papercut,   and   do   they   want   to   continue   that   process?    Or   are   they   open   to   best  
practice   suggestions?  
A:    A   print   queue   is   built   on   a   client   mac,   then   transferred   to   JAMF   through   the   Admin  
App.   They   have   also   been   built   manually   using   CUPS   and   upload   to   JAMF  

Q:    Is   the   district   using   Print   Deploy   or   Mobility   Print   to   support   Macs,  
Chromebooks,   iOS   devices,   or   any   other   devices?    Would   the   district   like   to   see  
that   functionality   configured   by   the   winning   vendor?  
A:    Only   Mac   Clients   are   supported.   iPads   are   not   configured   for   printing  

Q:    Is   the   district   using   the   account   selection   feature   in   papercut   for   billback?    If  
not,   would   they   like   to?  
A;    We   are   utilizing   PaperCut   to   monitor   printer   usage   and   to   try   and   curb   excessive  
printing   (such   as   duplicates   or   100   prints   from   a   laser   printer)  

Q:    Is   the   district   utilizing   and   print   rules   or   restrictions,   custom   or   standard  
recipes?    If   not,   would   they   like   to?  
A:    Yes  

Q:    Is   the   district   currently   using   Follow   Me   Printing?    If   so,   what   is   the   method   of  
authentication?   If   not,   would   the   district   like   to   follow   me   printing   configured?  
A:    No  

If   authentication   is   offering   via   RFID   cards,   do   you   know   what   format   the   cards   are?  
(HID,   iProx,   Kerri,   etc.).    Is   there   a   facility   code   being   used   on   the   cards?  

Q:    Can   the   district   please   let   us   know   what   the   existing   server   environment   looks  
like   for   papercut?    What   is   the   OS?    What   resources   are   available   to   the   server  
(storage   &   RAM)?    Is   it   virtualized?    Are   their   secondary   print   servers   being  
monitored?  
A:    Yes,   the   PaperCut   server   is   running   as   a   VM   on   ESXi   cluster.   The   OS   is   Windows  
Server   2012   R2   ,   4   cores,   16   gig’s   memory   (3.5   gig   reserved   for   PaperCut)   40   gig   drive  
“C”   one   partition.   This   server   only   runs   PaperCut   and   is   connected   to   an   AD  
infrastructure   for   user   authentication   in   PaperCut.   There   are   no   secondary   servers  
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